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Human Being
What are we? Man is made up of three parts or categories: Spirit, Soul, and Body. We are Spirit (Believer or Unbeliever), Soul (Mind, Will, and Emotion), and Body (many systems). The more we let the
Spirit control the more we act like God. God is Spirit.
Ever wonder what is the ‘meaning’ of life? Love is the answer.
We are different than animals due to the Spirit and Soul.
We are complex individual based upon many factors. From what we eat, exercise, jobs, believe, and
Trust; have a lot on how we think about a matter. Most factors have to do with our Soul. Some factors
are:
Gender
Race
Jobs
Recreation
IQ
Customs
Personality
Wealth
Order of Birth
How you was Raised
Experiences
Age
As an example Age is a factor. When you are young you want a BMW. But went you are old you want
a BM. Age is a factor for us all. The younger the person is; the more the person is open to Trust. The
older the person is; the more the person is open to change his/her mind on a matter. The more we think
like God the better we become.
The time on earth is measured in years. Wisdom is measured in years but may or may not be determined by years. Wisdom is the practical knowledge or application of a fact. For most of us, Wisdom
comes by making errors (this is called the hard way). Wisdom may come by reading and applying God’s
way of acting upon a fact (this is the best way). Wisdom may come by listening to others that are going
through or have gone through the same problem as you (this is called the easy way).
Today few cultures honor those that have Age. Age or Old is usually 20 years older than you. So, if you
were 50 then 70 would be Old. And so on…
Age is commonly broken down as the following. These are guidelines:
0 – 12 (youth)
13 – 23 (young adult)
24 49 (adult)
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50 – 65 (middle aged)
66 – 89 (old)
90 + (very old)
Age is determined by years that represent 365 days in a year, except leap year of 366 days. Each day
has 24 hours in a day.
The saying goes, “time was invented so you don’t have to do everything all at once.”
In the grand scheme of history, human life is short. All of our plans and schemes amount to little more
than mist or vapor when held up against the backdrop of eternity.
Today there are approximately 6.9 billion people on Earth. The genders are male and female. 3.5 billion Males and 3.4 billion Females. About 50/50 percent.
Each individual is a complex person based upon many factors. I have summarized my comments as
general and may differ with each individual.
Males are conquers and females are nurtures.
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Major Religions of the World

Skin color or Race plays a part of who we are. Again, the comments are general and may vary with
each individual. The major Races are:
Black – 12%, Emotional
Brown – 13% Family Oriented
Yellow – 52%, Honor
Red – 1%, Earth
Olive – 7%, People Oriented
White – 15%, Analytical
There are differences of opinion as to when skin color became a factor in the definition of Race. The
difference in skin color is the most visible distinction of humans. However, the social significance of differences in skin color has varied across cultures and over time.
There are people with more than one Race. The degree of Race(s) may vary with each individual.
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There is no correct Race. As example, the White Race gave us two World Wars and many good inventions. Don’t be surprised if the next World War comes from the White Race.
All Races are made up of people. People are the problem, God is the solution.
Countries have one to many Races. The major factors are: Borders, Immigration, Language, Customs,
and Religions. The degrees of Race(s) vary between countries.
Globalism is the current idea being pushed. This is when a few people control a lot of things. From
drinks to airplanes, banks to medical; Globalism is being pushed. The more people believe in Globalism
the more Socialist one may become. We see that governments are changing to support the United Nations. Next, we will see the One World Order come to existence.
“Sings” are given to us, telling us of what is to come. This is called Biblical Eschatology (study of End
Times). The terms used in the Bible consist of the language of that day.
God
The purpose of the Holy Spirit is to reveal Jesus. The purpose of Jesus is to reveal the Father. The
purpose of the Father is to send Jesus and the Holy Spirit to bring us to Him. Perfect Harmony.
God is three persons (trinity): Father (the I AM), Son (Jesus), and Holy Spirit (the Comforter). 1 John
5:7. God loves us and wants a relationship.
Being a Christian is based on a relationship with God, different than any other religion because God
loves us first and He conquered the grave. That is why we have Christmas and Easter.
Being a Christian involves not only going to Heaven (fire insurance) but also having a relationship with
God. (Which includes being guided by the Holy Spirit, reading and doing the actions in the Holy Bible).
The first part is easy to accomplish, the second part may take a life time to accomplish.
Being a Christian does not mean there are no consequences to our actions (good or bad). Being led by
the Holy Spirit, reading and doing the actions in the Holy Bible will prevent problems in our life. When
we do encounter problems, God extents His grace and mercy and gives help to those in trouble.
There is a sender (God by His Word & Holy Spirit through Grace), receiver (us through Faith), and deceiver (Satan through deceiving us by twisting the Truth).
God has done His part by giving His Son, Jesus. His grace has provided everything through the
sacrifice of Jesus. This is nearly too good to be true because there is absolutely nothing we can
do to earn it and nothing we can do to lose it. Our part is simple: We respond to His grace by
faith and appropriate what has already been accomplished.
God first loved us. John 3:16 - For God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that
whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting life.
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